We investigate to what extent genuine social preferences can explain observed other-regarding behavior. In a dictator game variant subjects can choose whether to learn about the consequences of their choice for the receiver. We find that a majority of subjects showing other-regarding behavior when the payoffs of the receiver are known, choose to ignore these consequences if possible. This behavior is inconsistent with preferences about outcomes.
Introduction
By now a substantial body of literature exists on other-regarding behavior. While the empirical evidence is abundant and affirmative, the theoretical side remains less unified. 1 The aim of this paper is to further contribute to the research on social preferences. In particular, we try to shed some more light on the actual process that leads to behavior that is perceived as "other-regarding".
Participants in our experiment face some standard "full information" allocation situations, that is, situations where they are fully informed about the payoff of the participant affected by their choice. In addition, they face allocation situations where they have the possibility to remain uninformed about the consequences on the other participant's payoff. People know that their behavior affects others, but they can ignore the exact consequences of this behavior. They can -but do not have to -find out which of several possible effects their behavior has on others.
Several previous studies analyzed subjects' behavior when a costly exit option to get out of a dictator game is provided (Dana et al., 2006; Lazear et al., 2006; Broberg et al., 2007) . Our design differs from such 'dictator exit' situations. We are rather interested in whether there is a change in subjects' behavior given that they remain in an allocation situation: Do people who show other-regarding behavior under "full information" choose to find out the consequences of their choice if they can stay uninformed? In other words, are they "genuine pro-socials"? Or do they act pro-socially under full information, yet prefer to remain ignorant when given the chance (taking negative consequences for others into account)? Such 'strategic ignorance' has been studied by Dana et al. (2007) and Larson and Capra (2009) in a between-subjects design.
Our goal is to shed light on the driving motivational forces that distinguish these "ignorers" from "genuine pro-socials" and we relate our findings to cognitive dissonance, a psychological theory introduced by Leon Festinger (1957) . A person experiences cognitive dissonance when she holds two psychologically conflicting cognitions, say, she finds a certain task boring, but claims that it was interesting as an internal justification for actually doing it (Festinger, 1957) . In its modern version of the theory (Aronson, 1994; Beauvois and Joule, 1996) 2 cognitive dissonance primarily revolves around the self and 1 Two approaches can be distinguished, outcome-based and intentions-based models. Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and Bolton and Ockenfels (2000) are seminal papers of the first strand, Rabin (1993) , Levine (1998) , Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004) , and Falk and Fischbacher (2006) of the second. Both approaches have their respective advantages and drawbacks as illustrated in surveys on the literature (Camerer, 2003; or Fehr and Schmidt, 2003) .
2 See Harmon-Jones and Mills (1999) for a review of the current state of dissonance theory. In contrast 2
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a piece of behavior that violates that self-concept. This modern view is most related to our context. It would interpret other-regarding behavior as being driven by individuals' desire to avoid a divergence between the behavior they consider appropriate and the behavior they actually choose, since such a divergence would lead to the unpleasant feeling of cognitive dissonance.
In our experiment cognitive dissonance may affect subjects' behavior in the following way. Some subjects prefer a fair split under full information but choose to ignore if given the chance. Then they will have two inconsistent psychological cognitions in the second situation: their norm to behave fairly, and their choice deviating from that norm. Hence, they should experience cognitive dissonance, a psychological cost. Ignoring pro-socials bear this cost as it is outweighed by the higher material payoff. while for genuine prosocials the potential psychological conflict is too high and they choose a fair outcome also if they could have remained ignorant.
The results of the experiment show that indeed a significant number of subjects who show other-regarding behavior under full information prefer to remain ignorant if this is possible. Cognitive dissonance can explain such a split into ignoring and genuine pro-socials, while models based on preferences about outcomes cannot.
Our results are in line with Dana et al. (2007) where subjects also have the opportunity to remain ignorant about the exact consequences of their behavior for their partner.
Similar to us, the authors find that this possibility reduces the extent of other-regarding behavior. However, since the authors use a between-subjects design and assess only subjects' choices, their data does not allow a test of the theory. Konow (2000) provides a theoretical model within the cognitive dissonance framework and offers supporting experimental evidence based on choice data. We also find that cognitive dissonance is useful to organize our choice data of ignoring behavior. In addition we successfully relate this behavior to proxies of cognitive dissonance.
Our moral dilemma experiment reflects features of many decisions we make every day.
We often know that a choice has implications for others, but can remain uninformed about the exact consequences of this choice. Whenever we shop for food, clothes, etc., we face the decision of whether to pay higher prices for goods that were produced under higher social and/or ecological standards. This means that with each purchase decision we choose whether to share our money with others, who then get higher wages, better social insurance, health care etc. Before we make this decision, however, we decide to social psychology where it has been frequently applied only few articles in economics use it to explain decision making (see for instance Akerlof and Dickens, 1982; Rabin, 1993; Konow, 2000; and Oxoby, 2003, 2004) 3
whether to pay attention to the way of production, whether a product is traded fairly, or whether the fair trade label a product bears is credible. We can avoid the sharing decision if we simply pick the product which we like best, and ignore the way it was produced and traded. This is different from a situation where people have an alternative where their behavior does not have a direct impact on others, like the beggar on the street, whom we can avoid by crossing the road. This costless alternative is rarely available when we purchase food, clothes or other consumption goods.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the experimental design.
Results are presented in section 3 and discussed in section 4. Section 5 concludes.
Experiment

Participants and Procedures
90 participants were recruited among students from various disciplines at the local university. In each session gender composition was approximately balanced and subjects took part only in one session. Participants were recruited using the ORSEE software (Greiner, 2004) . The experiment was programmed and conducted with the software z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007) and took, on average, 50 minutes. The average earnings in the experiment have been e7.61 or $10.65. The show-up fee for the experiment was e2.50 or $3.50.
Upon arrival at the laboratory subjects were randomly assigned to one of the computer terminals. Each computer terminal is in a cubicle that does not allow communication or visual interaction among the participants. Participants were given time to privately read the instructions. Subjects were allowed to privately ask for clarifications about the instructions. In order to check the understanding of the instructions subjects were asked to answer some control questions. After all subjects had answered the questions correctly the experiment started.
At the end of the experiment subjects were paid in cash according to their performance.
Privacy was warranted during the payment phase.
Design
The experiment consisted of four periods. In periods 1 to 3, each subject chose among five options, A to E. Each option assigned one outcome to the subject herself, and one to another person, named participant Y. In circular matching fashion a third participant,
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Participants X and Y were chosen randomly, and unknown to the subject. Subjects were matched using a perfect stranger design.
In each period (1-3), the five outcomes assigned by the options were 1 EC (experimental currency), 1 EC, 4 EC, 4 EC and 7 EC, for all participants. This was common knowledge.
Each option a subject could choose assigned one of these outcomes to the subject herself, and one to the subject in the role of participant Y. How the two sets of outcomes were combined was determined randomly. For example, the option paying 7 EC to the subject herself could induce an outcome of 7 EC for Y (with 20% chance), of 4 EC (40% chance)
or of 1 EC (40% chance). These probabilities were also stated in the instructions (see appendix; the instructions also contain tables that illustrate the available choices for the subjects).
In periods 1 and 3, subjects could initially only see their own outcomes, but not the outcomes their choice would assign to Y. Subjects could then decide whether to i) choose an option immediately, i.e., without knowing the consequences for Y, ii) uncover the outcomes that each option assigned to participant Y, and then choose an option, or iii) see the outcome pairs from which participant X could choose, and then choose an option (their own, not that of X). Subjects were aware that knowing the options of X would not allow them to influence his choice.
In period 2, the outcomes of the subject herself and participant Y were visible immediately, and subjects directly chose an option. In fact, the options (outcome pairs) in periods one and two were the same. Only their order was reversed to make this fact less obvious.
In period 4 subjects faced a series of options. First they had to choose between an outcome of 10 EC for themselves and 0 for participant Y, versus equal outcomes for both. The equal outcomes increased from 0 EC for both to 10 EC for both in steps of (4,7). Only one of the 25 choices in period 4 was paid. We used the strategy method in order to get a more comprehensive picture of the subjects' preferences.
After all choices were made, one period was chosen randomly for each individual. From this period, the individual received either the outcome she assigned to herself, or the outcome that participant X assigned to her. If period 4 was drawn, the decision to be paid was determined randomly in a second step.
After the experiment was completed, subjects filled in a questionnaire. Among other questions, they were asked how hard it was for them to decide whether they wanted information on the outcomes of participant Y, or on the options of participant X. Further, they were asked for the share of subjects they expected to have uncovered the outcomes of participant Y in periods 1 and 3.
Results
Generally, our interest is whether we can in fact observe "ignoring" behavior among individuals. In a first step we use data from period 4 of the experiment in order to classify the 90 subjects into selfish and pro-social types. This classification is based on subjects' preferences for a (7,1) payoff or an equal split of (4,4) elicited in period 4. 4 It produces 54 pro-self and 36 pro-social types.
Next, we are interested in the behavior of these pro-social types, when they face a situation as in period 1 and 3 (consequences of choices for the other participant are unknown, yet a mouse click will reveal them). If a pro-social participant does not uncover his/her own payoff table in either period 1 or 3, then we classify him/her as an "ignoring prosocial". "Genuine pro-socials" always uncover the additional information so they can consider the other participant's payoff in their decision. We find 23 ignoring pro-socials and 13 genuine pro-socials.
Selfish individuals may also be different in the way they behave in periods 1 and 3. Uncovering the payoff table means getting to know the payoffs of participant Y. This bears no importance for those selfish individuals who are ex-ante convinced that they will choose the option containing 7 for themselves no matter what. It may make a difference for individuals who are generally selfish, but more open to be affected by the context.
They would prefer not to uncover in order to avoid knowledge about the context, i. e.
the consequence for the other participant. Hence, if a selfish participant does not uncover in periods 1 and 3, we classify him/her as an "unstable pro-self" (31 participants) and if (s)he uncovers at least once we classify him/her as a "convinced pro-selfs" (23 participants). See table 1 for an overview of the type categorization.
4 Alternatively, the strategy method-induced preferences for the decision between a (10,0) split and an equal split of (x,x), where x increased in steps of e0.5 could be used. A reasonable cutoff level would be e6.5 to distinguish between selfish (always choice of (10,0) if ≤ 6.5) and pro-social (always choice of the equal split if > 6.5) participants. The following results are robust with respect to this alternative categorization.
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In periods 1/3 preference to uncover 23 convinced pro-selfs 13 genuine pro-socials
The categorization into pro-social and pro-self types is based on subjects' binary choice between (7,1) and (4,4) in period 4. How consistent is this with respect to subjects' choices in the previous periods? If a subject uncovered in period 1 92.9% of pro-self and 94.7% of pro-social individuals acted consistent with their type. These subjects saw the equivalent options in the payoff table in period 2. 92.9% of pro-self and 94.1% of pro-social individuals made the same choice. If a subject did not uncover in period 1, we can check whether the choice in period 2 is consistent with the categorization. 93.8%
of pro-socials and 81.6% of the pro-selfs are consistent. Finally, 89.5% pro-social and all pro-self subjects who uncovered in period 3 are consistent with their type.
With the participants classified into the types convinced/unstable pro-selfs, and ignoring/genuine pro-socials, we proceed to analyze which variables distinguish between these types. We use data from the experiment and answers in the post-experimental questionnaire as independent variables. The questionnaire contained a set of emotion questions where subjects indicated how they felt on a scale from 1 to 5. These emotions were aggregated into the clusters negative emotions towards others (Cronbach's = 0.79), negative self-related emotions (0.69) and positive self-related emotions (only one question about being proud). Subjects were also asked how hard it was for them to decide whether they wanted information on the outcomes of participant Y, or on the options of participant X. 5 We also asked for the share of subjects they expected to have uncovered the outcomes of participant Y in periods 1 and 3. Further, we asked for background information (field of studies, gender), the importance of principles in life, and how relevant the opinion of others is to them. Finally, we computed the reaction times of participants. 6 These are the times a participant spent in front of the first screen (possible Figure   1 for the distributions.
Figure 1: Distribution of reaction times by types
We run a multinomial logit regression in order to distinguish between individuals who clearly prefer to uncover (genuine pro-socials), and those who prefer not to uncover (ignoring pro-socials and unstable pro-selfs as they would feel obliged to share or at least feel somewhat bad about not sharing), and those who do not care (convinced pro-selfs). The base outcome of the multinomial logit regression is the type genuine pro-socials, i. e. individuals who are somewhat sure what they do/ought to do in such a situation. See Table 2 for the results.
The regression shows a positive and significant effect of the conflict variable and the reaction time (both at the 1%-level) for ignoring pro-socials, and of the reaction time for unstable pro-selfs (5%-level). It appears that participants classified as ignoring prosocials experience a conflict. They also tend to require more time when they face the found by Branas-Garza et al. (2007) among others.
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Jena Economic Research Papers 2010 -077 Pseudo R2 = 0.337 Log pseudolikelihood = -80.11 = 90 significance levels: * * * = 1%, * * = 5%, * = 10% period 1/3 decisions (whether to uncover or select one of the options right away). These results are in line with the prediction of the cognitive dissonance-based model. Some participants who otherwise act socially-minded do not uncover (our ignoring pro-socials type). They should experience a high level of cognitive dissonance due to the two conflicting psychological cognitions: A general sense for sharing equally that was however dismissed in a situation where ignoring the consequences for the other was facilitated and a material advantage was gained at the expense of the other. Such a dissonance between these two inconsistent cognitions should result in experiencing a conflict and in longer times to decide between the options. Our experimental results confirm this.
Indications for such an experienced dissonance can also be found for the unstable proself type. They do not seem to express that they had difficulties making the decisions to uncover the payoff table, but they need significantly more time than the comparison group of genuine pro-socials and convinced pro-selfs.
Participants' beliefs about the share of others who ignore is significant at the 1%-level for the unstable pro-self type. However, the data does not support such a correlation for ignoring pro-socials. None of the negative emotions experienced appear to distinguish between the types, but genuine pro-socials seem to be significantly more proud than all other types. Results are robust to leaving out the control variables (gender,
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Discussion
This section discusses our results in light of the existing related literature. We compare the behavioral pattern found in our experiment to the previously mentioned studies of moral dilemmas, and we discuss alternative explanations for 'dictator exit' / 'strategic ignorance' brought forward by this literature. Finally, we analyze to what extent the cognitive dissonance-based model of Konow (2000) is able to explain our data.
Previous empirical evidence
Our results are generally consistent with findings of the previously mentioned studies.
In particular our categorization of subjects into types delivers results that are in line with Dana et al. (2007) , the other study of 'strategic ignorance'. 7 In their baseline treatment, a transparent situation, about a quarter of subjects (5 out of 19) behave selfinterestedly, and about a third of subjects behave in a pro-social way in their 'strategic ignorance' treatments. In our within-subjects design 23 out of 90 subjects are categorized as convinced pro-selfs, and 13 out of 36 pro-socials do not ignore when they could have.
In both studies a substantial fraction remains for behavior that is neither always selfish, nor consistently other-regarding.
Alternative explanations in the literature
As shown in section 3 subjects' choices in our experiment are consistent with cognitive It is either i) kept private to the trustee, ii) revealed to the trustor, or iii) announced to the entire lab. Trustees cooperate significantly less often in the first condition than in the others, but there is no difference between the second and the third condition.
Based on these findings shame would already have an effect, when only one other person is informed about an opportunistic action. Hence, shame could be an explanation for the difference between private setting and normal dictator game in Dana (2006) .
In our design the actual decisions of the dictators are not revealed (only outcomes).
Shame should not matter and consequently no effect of negative self-related emotions (for instance, shame) is found in our data. Dana et al. (2007) suggest that the higher implementation rates of a fair outcome in a transparent situation (baseline) compared to less transparent ones could be attributed to different behavioral norms these situations trigger. While acting generous may be the most relevant norm in the transparent dictator game, self-interest related norms gain relevance when some 'moral wiggle room' exists. Undoubtedly social norms are an important determinant for human behavior as illustrated by Bicchieri (2006) . But individuals may be heterogeneous in how they interpret the norm for a given situation, as well as how they handle deviating from this norm. Our within-subjects design enables us to check whether -besides norms -individual-specific aspects play a role as well.
Our results do in fact indicate that individual heterogeneity in how subjects respond to a deviation from 'their' norm matters for behavior. When deviating, two psychologically conflicting cognitions ('their' norm and the deviant behavior) would create cognitive dissonance. Ignoring pro-socials behave according to their preferred behavioral norm under full information, but not anymore under 'strategic ignorance'. They experience cognitive dissonance, but the monetary gain outweighs that. In contrast, genuine prosocials follow their norm in all situations, even under 'strategic ignorance'. If they deviated, the resulting psychological inconsistency would outweigh the monetary gain.
Unstable pro-selfs experience cognitive dissonance in both situations since they do not follow their norm. But the monetary incentives outweigh this effect, leaving their choice unaffected. Convinced pro-selfs do not experience cognitive dissonance at a significant level, since the option that implies their norm and the one that yields the maximum monetary payoff coincide.
Of course, besides these aspects the individual's interpretation of what the norm is
should also matter, and it should depend on the situation. For instance, ignoring prosocials choose the fair option if the other's payoff is known but do not always disclose in periods 1/3. If the other's payoff is known their (expected) cognitive dissonance resulting from the selfish choice exceeds the monetary incentive. When the other's payoff can be ignored their (expected) cognitive dissonance does not exceed the monetary incentives of the selfish choice and in fact they do experience a significant conflict in periods 1/3.
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The cognitive dissonance-based model of Konow (2000)
The model of Konow (2000) uses the concept of cognitive dissonance to explicitly explain behavior in dictator games. It is therefore well suited as a benchmark against which to compare our data. In Konow's model, individuals maximize a utility function that is increasing in the share of money they keep for themselves, , and decreasing in the amount of cognitive dissonance they experience and the extent of self-deception they engage in. People experience cognitive dissonance if the share an individual keeps for herself differs from the share she believes is fair to keep, . An individual engages in self-deception if she makes herself believe that a certain share is fair to keep, but this share differs from the fair entitlement . An important assumption of the model is the general definition of this fair entitlement, for all individuals and across all situations, by the accountability principle: individuals' payoffs should not depend on variables they have no control over.
In addition to the share and the belief , an individual's dissonance function depends on the parameter , which specifies her sensitivity to cognitive dissonance. Since may vary across individuals and contexts, so does the amount of cognitive dissonance an individual experiences given and . Similarly, given the fair entitlement and the individual's belief about the fair share , the (emotional) costs of self-deception that arise if < depend on the parameter . The individual then solves the problem
that is, she chooses the share to keep and her belief of the fair share. According to these choices she obtains utility from the monetary payoff, ( ), and incurs potential costs of cognitive dissonance, ( − , ), and self-deception, ( − , ). The analysis in section 3 has shown that our data is roughly in line with the predictions of Konow (2000) . A detailed analysis, however, shows that some discrepancies between the model and the data remain. In particular, to adhere to the accountability principle, specific assumptions on either or , or both, have to be made to explain the results.
What does Konow
Suppose that the option to ignore the other's payoff reduces the costs of self-deception involved in reaching a certain . A lower increases the optimal and (see proposition In addition to these somewhat specific conditions on and , the model predictions are not consistent with our neural correlate proxies (the reported conflict and the decision time). As outlined above, choosing to ignore the other player's payoff would not lead to an increase in cognitive dissonance in Konow (2000) . Self-deception, however, isby all we know -not a deliberate process and hence should not have any effect on the perceived conflict. Yet, ignoring pro-socials tend to experience such a conflict (see table   2 ). Participants would have to be consciously aware of the self-deception process and willing to report on it, in order to explain the increase in reported conflict we find in the
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data. This seems to contradict the very idea of self-deception. For unstable pro-selfs, with ignorance the decision should become easier rather than harder, since the costs of self-deception decrease ( drops). However, their decision times are significantly longer than the baseline of non-ignoring participants (see table 2 ).
Summarizing, the model of Konow (2000) predicts some main features of our data but has some difficulty explaining the details. This may be due to the somewhat restrictive assumption of the one-and-for-all behavioral standard implied by the accountability principle. 8 If subjects were allowed to hold different standards of behavior, the concept of cognitive dissonance may be able to organize the behavior and neural correlates we observe.
Conclusion
The extensive laboratory and field evidence on other-regarding behavior is usually explained with people having (genuine) social preferences. Recent experimental evidence on sorting and ignorance in allocation situations, including the evidence presented in this paper, has cast some doubt on this explanation. However, only few theory explaining this evidence has been put forward so far -with Konow (2000) as the notable exception.
We use the same theoretical framework as Konow's model -cognitive dissonance -to organize our data. The underlying assumption is that people do not show other-regarding behavior because they care for others, but because they want to maintain a certain self perception. Any deviating action from that self perception causes two psychologically inconsistent cognitions (their norm and the deviant behavior). Genuine pro-socials follow their behavioral norm in all situations and do not experience cognitive dissonance.
In contrast, ignoring pro-socials behave according to their norm under full information, but not anymore when they can remain ignorant. They experience cognitive dissonance, but the monetary gain outweighs that. The choice data of our within-subjects experiment is in line with this theoretical approach. We find a substantial extent of ignoring behavior among subjects. Further, our results indicate that such ignoring behavior corresponds to a higher experienced conflict and longer decision times, our proxies for cognitive dissonance.
Thus, our paper adds to the experimental evidence on sorting and ignorance (Dana et al., 2006; Lazear et al., 2006; Broberg et al., 2007; Dana et al., 2007; Larson and Capra, 8 Any common standard, be it derived from a single principle (as in Konow, 2000) or a combination of principles (as, e.g., in Konow, 2001 and 2010) may have similar problems explaining the data.
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2009), connects this evidence to cognitive dissonance in the spirit of Konow (2000) , and in addition successfully relates individual behavior to proxies of cognitive dissonance.
In spite of this supporting evidence, it must be emphasized that this paper is only one of a few explaining individual decision making with the concept of cognitive dissonance. 9
For the moment this rather small strand of literature around the seminal paper of Konow (2000) serves as an alternative to the known outcome-based and intentions-based social preferences models, and also to social-image models (see for instance Bénabou and Tirole (2006), Andreoni and Bernheim (2009) and Ellingsen and Johannesson (2008) ).
It remains for further research to systematically compare the cognitive dissonance-based approach to the more established social preferences models in order to find out more about the true determinants of human behavior.
9 Note that also Houser et al. (2008) casually refer to cognitive dissonance to explain their experimental data.
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Decision situations
This experiment consists of four parts in which you make decisions. In each of these parts you are randomly matched with two other participants of the experiment. This means that your decision influences the payoffs of one other participant. In turn, the decisions of yet another participant influence your decisions. You can be sure not to meet the same participants twice.
Parts 1-3:
In This means you will not "meet" a given participant twice.
[A graphic that illustrated the matching of participants]
Hidden payoffs
In some decision situations of parts 1-3 of the experiment you are informed about your own payoffs from the options A, B, C, D and E, but not about the payoffs of participant Y. On the screen you will see the following In this case you only know that the payoffs of participant Y are distributed uniformly.
It is important that you understand what is meant by this.
As said above, in all decision situations the payoffs 1, 1, 4, 4, and 7 are assigned to the options A, B, C, D and E. Only the numbers 1, 1, 4, 4, and 7 can occur as payoffs. In each distribution 1, 1, 4, 4, and 7 occur for sure. This means twice the payoff 1, twice the payoff 4 and once the payoff 7. The combinations of options and payoffs are uniformly distributed, which means all occur with equal probability. As a consequence, for each option of your payoff table the payoff for participant Y amounts to 1 with probability 40%, to 4 with probability 40% and to 7 with probability 20%. Overview of the most important features of the experiment:
• You make decisions in four parts of the experiment. In each part you are matched with two different participants X and Y.
• Your decisions also apply to the player who is participant Y in this part of the experiment.
• The player who is participant X in this part of the experiment makes his decisions (based on his own payoff table!), which assigns a payoff also to you.
• For the decision situations in parts 1-3 of the experiment you choose between five options. Your payoffs are uniformly distributed across options and always known to you. The payoffs of participant Y are uniformly distributed and not always known, but they can always be uncovered. You can choose one of the five options and with this choice determine the payoffs for yourself and participant Y.
• In part 4 of the experiment you choose between pairs of payoffs, that each assign one payoff to yourself and one to participant Y.
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Your cash payoff from the experiment Your payoff from the experiment depends on your decision and the decisions of the other participants that you are matched to randomly in the four parts of the experiment. But only one of the four parts is chosen randomly and your are paid in cash according to the payoff from this part.
To determine this part and the decision that is relevant for your payment (yours or that of participant X), you have to make two more choices after part 4 of the experiment.
For the first choice you choose between 8 letters. Each letter stands for one part (four parts) and one of the two "roles". With role we mean whether your decision or that of participant X is relevant for your payment. The order of the letters has no meaning related to the parts and roles. If you choose a letter which assigns to you a payoff from part four of the experiment, you have to make another decision (only then!). The reason is that in this part you make several decisions. For this second decision you again choose between letters, that is, you choose which of the decisions of part 4 is relevant for your payment. Again, the order of the letters has no meaning related to the decision that is relevant for you. In order for you to be able to check whether your choice is consistent with your payment, we provide an envelop with the assignment of letters to parts and roles and depose it well in sight. You can open it after the experiment.
With this procedure all parts of the experiment have the same chance of being relevant for your payment. In addition, the chance that your own decision is relevant for your payment is just as big as the chance that the decision of another participant is relevant for your payment. The same is true for all other participants.
Your payment is prepared while you complete the questionnaire. You receive your payment and sign a receipt before you leave the laboratory.
If you have questions regarding the content or procedure of the experiment, please raise your hand now. Then answer the following questions to ensure that you understood the instructions. Only if you answer these questions correctly you can participate in the experiment.
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